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Abstract

Little is known of Internet sport bloggers, who increasingly are becoming important cogs in sport journalism. In this phenomenology, semi-structured interviews were conducted with highly prominent sport bloggers. All were recorded, transcribed, and coded. A total of five dominant themes emerged from the data that focused on the shared experiences and learned attitudes toward Internet sport journalism. Overall, these themes showed sport bloggers were highly educated and very happy with their jobs, had a wide array of past work experiences that often had little to no relation with blogging or sport journalism, consider their jobs too varied to fall under one title, primarily work from home, and rarely attend sporting events they write about.
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Where He Is Now: Yaro found himself being one of the most respected bloggers and launched two blogging membership websites teaching people exactly how he has done it. Earlier in 2009 he launched a new membership site teaching how he makes money from membership websites. This guy is one entrepreneurial blogger you should all be following!

This is just a great collection of servant leaders a couple of whom I did not previously know. People who have emerged to lead by example like Gary Vaynerchuck inspire me to become more. Yaro, Pete Cashmore, and Darren Rowse have also challenged me to think about my business in new ways as I am a regular reader of their post. These people already talked too much against India. Their articles get published in Pakistan newspaper because of hate they show for their own country which Pakistan like. Abusing Narendra Modi live on national television and saying that we don’t have freedom of speech, is so ridiculous. Definitely these people are politically motivated. Congress is working hard in parliament so that Government can’t pass any bill and outside these so called intellectual people are working day-night to defame Modi’s image. Do you want solution, do you want India to grow, do you want people get employment then please God’s sake come forward and discussion with Government and tell what actions should be taken. You are harming the country’s image not just Modi’s. 11 Source D By appropriating this Country the English many great benefits will accrue to their Majesty's the English nation and Proprietors. The French will be thereby deprived of one of the Richer branches of their Commerce, the Trade of Furs most of which are brought out of this Country to Canada amounting to fifty Thousand pounds yearly profit to them by modest Computation, this advantageous Trade is Effected by the French with wonderful Difficulty great expense and danger for they are forced to pass. besides the aforementioned divers Cataracts which is done by Landing their Canoes and